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Abstract: Trek Bicycle Corporation has long been at the leading edge in the bicycle industry.  

Treks bicycles are subjected to the most rigorous testing in the industry and their frames are 
covered by a lifetime warranty. To maintain the highest level of safety and quality, real world 

loads need to be properly understood.  Trek Factory Racing professional athletes are pushing 
that understanding; most recently attempting a front flip across a 72 foot canyon.  The loads 

generated for such an event are certainly beyond current understanding and testing protocols.   
 

A process using Abaqus and the True-LoadTM plug-in (Wolf Star Technologies) will be presented 

that effectively converts a full-suspension mountain bicycle into a load transducer.  A fully 
instrumented Trek Aluminum Session 29er mountain bike (strain gauges, accelerometer, shock 

sensors, GPS, etc…) is used with high speed video to record a high load event. These data, in 
conjunction with the Abaqus / True-LoadTM process, are used to determine the external loads 

on the bicycle. A comparison of laboratory testing loads to the external loads is made. The 
implementation of the Abaqus / True-LoadTM process increases Treks knowledge of loading 

environments and aligns with Treks history of innovation and reliability. 
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Figure 1. Trek professional mountain bike rider, Tom van Steenbergen, tries to 
front flip the 72-foot canyon gap at Red Bull Rampage (October 2014).

 

Figure 2. SS-EN ISO 4210-6 Tire clearance test and the Trek DOP test 
configurations. 

2. Finite Element Model



Figure 3. Aluminum Session 29er finite element model.



2.1 True-LoadTM

Figure 4. True-Load
TM

process flow.

3. Instrumentation and Testing



Figure 5. Session 29er mountain bike showing the DTS SLICE DAS (top).  Old DAS 
requiring backpack and wire harness (bottom). 



Figure 6.  Linear potentiometer (left) used for front fork displacement 
measurements and Hall Effect sensor (right) used for rear shock displacement 

measurements.

Figure 7. Deer Hunter straight drop landing load case (left) and Mojo “sideways” 
landing load case (right), Trek Trails.



4. Post Processing and Analysis

Figure 8. Sensor data from Deer Hunter landing case, data segment 23.  Data 
starts with bicycle airborne. Note that shock velocity data are calculated data.



Figure 9. Strain gage data from Deer Hunter load case, 12 msec of data during 
impact where rear shock and front fork are in a near steady state configuration.

Figure 10. Load amplification curves for BB-Fx (left) and BB-Fy (right); Deer Hunter 

load case.



Figure 11. Strain data cross plot (left) and history plot (right) for all strain gages; 
Deer Hunter load case.

Table 1. Field Cases versus Drop Out Push rear end loads.



Table 2. Load distribution through Seat Stays and Chain Stays.

Figure 12. Principal strain distribution in the chain stays for the Deer Hunter (left) 
and DOP (right) load cases.
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